
What is the Central Energy Plant?
The Central Energy Plant is a new state-of-the-art 
facility located at La Mesa’s Sharp Grossmont Hospital 
that powers the entire campus. The new plant reduces 
the hospital’s carbon footprint and drops the facility’s 
monthly electricity bill significantly. 
 
What are the major elements of the 
Central Energy Plant?
The new Central Energy Plant is made up of two com-
ponents, one paid for by the taxpayers of GHD and the 
second by Sharp Grossmont Hospital:
 

The main Central Energy Plant building, approved 
by the citizens of GHD as part of Proposition G in 
2006 – This replaces the original outdated Central 
Plant and much of its decades-old equipment with 
a new facility and the needed increased capacity to 
power the new Heart & Vascular Center and other 
future campus improvements. 

Cogeneration Unit – This component of the new 
Central Energy Plant replaces the old 1970s Co-
gen plant, which uses outdated technology. One 
hundred percent of the $18 million in debt for 
the full cost of the new Cogen is borne by Sharp 
Grossmont Hospital. GHD was able to arrange the 
financing, but Sharp agreed to pay the debt for the 
cost of this building – based on new technology, 
increased efficiency, significantly reduced emis-
sions and long-term cost savings, all benefitting 
Sharp’s operations as well as the environment.

 

What is the environmental impact of 
the new Central Energy Plant?
As noted above, Grossmont Hospital operated a Co-
generation unit since the 1970s, in the same location, 
which also used natural gas to produce electricity. 
However, the old unit was able to produce only about 
40 percent of the Hospital’s electricity needs, while 
the new plant is capable of producing 100 percent on 
site. In addition to increased efficiency, the new unit 
replaces aging equipment in the old unit, which is now 
considered significantly less “clean” than today’s green 
technology. These investments reduce the hospital’s 
existing pollutants by 90 percent.
 
What operating costs are associated 
with the new Central Energy Plant?
Like the new one, the old plant required all the related 
staffing, insurance and maintenance costs, as well as 
the emergency generators. The facility and its equip-
ment, staffing and insurance costs have always been 
needed to run the Hospital, all expenses that are part 
of the operating budget paid by Sharp Grossmont since 
the initial 1991 facility lease agreement.
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Pictured right: Central Energy Plant at Sharp Grossmont Hospital, 2016

In 2016, Sharp Grossmont Hospital and the Grossmont Healthcare District (GHD) completed construction of 
the hospital's new Central Energy Plant (CEP), which now supplies the hospital with its own generated electricity, 
making Sharp Grossmont not solely reliant on the SDG&E power grid. As is often the case with state-of-the-art 
hospital improvement projects, all the complexities simply can't be addressed in the news. To help answer 
additional questions about the new CEP, below are some frequently asked questions. 



How are taxpayer funds supporting new hospital construction projects 
such as the Central Energy Plant?
In June 2006, the voters of the East Region approved Proposition G – passed with over 77 percent of the vote 
– to make another approximately $250 million in improvements at the Hospital, including 90 new critical care 
beds and a new Heart & Vascular Center. The Prop G improvements also include a new Central Energy Plant to 
replace the original plant facility, required to provide the capacity to operate the new Heart & Vascular facility. 
The debt on those bonds is indeed being paid by the property owners of GHD. The tax is $23.15 per $100,000 of 
a home’s tax-assessed value, under $70 annually for the average homeowner in the area.  
 
How is Sharp HealthCare supporting these facility improvements at    
Grossmont Hospital?
In addition to the $250 million in public funds, Sharp is more than matching that amount in facility improve-
ments and state-of-the-art patient care equipment. This is one of the significant community benefits derived 
from the public-private partnership between GHD and Sharp HealthCare.
 
An added component of the new Central Plant is the new Cogeneration unit and related equipment, originally 
estimated at $18 million, but completed for $14.6 million. Unlike the Prop G bonds, however, the taxpayers are 
not paying the debt for the added benefit of that facility. Sharp Grossmont Hospital agreed to pay that debt over 
9.5 years, until paid off in 2021, for the reasons previously noted.

Additional Questions? Contact Us!
We are proud of the significant facility improvements underway at Sharp Grossmont Hospital, now including a 
new energy-saving Central Energy Plant, thus ensuring the capacity to provide the highest quality patient care 

services at the Hospital for many years into the future. 

For more information, please contact GHD CEO Barry Jantz at 619.825.5050 or visit our website:

www.grossmonthealthcare.org
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